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are created by urnassimilated beliefs, ideas, emotions and memories. These unassimilated
lower portions uf

and memories. These unassimilated lower portions uf self exist as quantities of disharmonic
energy
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a means of assimilating us under their control. If we are successful in intercepting
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not designed to assimilate such an onslaught of inconsistent electrical data and will be
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mature enough to assimilate these code fragments effectively, and the fragments began to
set
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logic used the assimilation of data from only the five senses that you presently
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produces distorted mental assimilation and 100
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as you are assimilating greater amounts of the Keylonta Codes within your cellular structure.
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is unable to assimilate (for whatever reason) sense data into coherent patterns of

impulse patterns are assimilated and released through the conscious mind, so too will be
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the storehouse and assimilation facility of the human organism. There is as much memory

have yet to assimilate into your conscious awareness. Your subconscious mind exists within
the

evolved enough to assimilate that order fully. So to you, as conscious biological forms,
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has not yet assimilated. The body knows and remembers far more than "you"
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yet ready to assimilate. If the body senses through its own reasoning facilities that
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conscious mind to assimilate the event, thereby removing the cause of the disturbing



symptoms,

facility attempt to assimilate the emotional trauma of the experience. If you knew how
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the retrieval and assimilation of the experience into the conscious awareness, and providing
a
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Projects the personality assimilates the experience over time. In the forced abductions there
are

the subject to assimilate and process the hidden emotional trauma they have 126
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to comprehend and assimilate an experience for which it has no logical framework.
Conditions

memory retrieval and assimilation therapies. If you care about your people you will begin
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comes with conscious assimilation of these 4 Components of Mind. THE FOUR
COMPONENTS OF
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Key Function: Data assimilation, translation and manifestation. Assimilates electrical impulse
data from other Components

translation and manifestation. Assimilates electrical impulse data from other Components of
Mind, translates these

was designed to assimilate electrical impulses from all fields of perception into a solidified

They serve to assimilate higher dimensional experience and information into terms
comprehensible to the
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ego begins to assimilate the other portions of the Reasoning Mind, the seeming barriers

dissolve. When fully assimilated the Reasoning Mind will have conscious multi-dimensional
perception and
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mind to fully assimilate into an advanced state of consciousness through which the identity
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that is not assimilated yet-your Mother Shadow. And that is the part that
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can handle and assimilate the energy. Your body, DNA Template and Shields will
automatically
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broken down" for assimilation as raw life force into the Phantom and Wesedak systems.
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fully possesses while assimilating the original consciousness as raw life force fuel. Such
beings
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Template evolves to assimilate and sequence expanded perception, disjoined images,
emotions and thoughts may
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body possession and assimilation of the original identity via DNA Template Monadic Reversal
(

of consciousness and assimilated into the Wesedak Shield. · One of the most easily

2012, for intended assimilation into the Wesedak black hole. The "Signs of the
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of black hole assimilation that the Wesedaks intended for Earth and our Time Matrix,
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BeaSt" and permanently assimilated by the Wesedak Imploding Black Hole system. On March
23,

from, and "assimilating" the life fields of, living Time Matrix systems. On March

activation and Wesedak assimilation. As long as the Indigos remain alive and free on

Wesedak black hole assimilation; as long as the EEOS Security Seals are released by
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became responsible for assimilating the fragments of consciousness from their race three
and four
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time of dream assimilation would have to take place in order to begin assembling
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Earth grid to assimilate the new frequency, and the race memory would progressively infuse
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works consciously to assimilate the D-5 frequency into the body. Once the fifth
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will have difficulty assimilating the frequencies of the Stellar Activations. The Stellar
Activations will

blueprint through consciously assimilating these energies into the body, in order to create
greater

frequencies are not assimilated into the body, the time acceleration will apply to the
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can handle and assimilate the energy. Your body, DNA Template and Shields will
automatically
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in attempting to assimilate and hold the knowledge that we share. If it we
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can anchor and assimilate the Trans-Eckasha Time-Waves by which the ~starburst
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can anchor and assimilate the Trans-Eckasha Time-Waves by which the "Starburst
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can anchor and assimilate the Trans·Eckasha. Time-Waves by which the, "
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can anchor and assimilate the Trans-Eckasha Time-Waves by which the "Starburst
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before we can assimilate what happened at the workshop, and incorporate it. We were
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energies from, and assimilating the life force energies of, living Time Matrix systems. 4.
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they would be assimilated as "raw quanta" into the Parallel Milky Way "
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to ingest or assimilate this matrix. They had one more trick up their sleeve,
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want to be assimilated. It would choose space dust return before it would allow

if it were assimilated into the Borja matrix. They told them to stand down.
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prime objective, is assimilation. To assimilate everything. It"s irrational, but to them it"s
completely

is assimilation. To assimilate everything. It"s irrational, but to them it"s completely rational.
They

a very clinical assimilation. There"s a character that I think was in Star Wars,

eat it, or assimilate its frequency or its consciousness. And that"s what the hosts

go black hole assimilation fall. What these guys had planned was to first drag
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possessed and/or assimilated by the entities that are channelled. (d) a, b,
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where they become assimilated. And we started exposing these things. We are the only
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it wouldn"t be assimilated in, consumed and eaten by the Wesedrak and the Bourgha
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known as the assimilators, where they"re kind of like, one of the sci-fi

Kristiac objective of assimilating all other living time matrices in their vicinity So they

they wanted to assimilate everything around them in order to guarantee themselves eternal
life
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to do is assimilate the whole timeline so you can see the whole thing
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of time to assimilate this data as well as the other stuff has diagrams
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off it and assimilate it progressively. It"s a horrible ... it"s a horrible process.

created there. This assimilation process of the "walking dead" is a signature of

they can be assimilated and they still use their personality, they still use the
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even time to assimilate or even make a chart pack of the things that
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blackhole fall and assimilation or yes, it will go into its own sovereign, it
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it theirs to assimilate it With them, the Budhara are coming in and doing
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would be completely assimilated. And the Wesedrak fallen Matrix would be completely
assimilated by

would be completely assimilated by the Bourgha Matrix. And that is a fate worse
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one objective-to assimilate everything, including Source, because they were convinced that
they had

you is to assimilate you. And this is how they approach their outlook on
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would have been assimilated then. And they didn"t think that was fair So they

it wouldn"t be assimilated into Bourgha. Whereas, if they had acted much earlier, we

would have been assimilated into the Bourgha Fall So this matrix might be falling

have this matrix assimilated into the Bourgha Matrix. It is a very long story

would have been assimilated into Bourgha. So there was a time, there were several
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fall like Bourgha Assimilation, and literally, this system removed from the Urtha Light Body
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going into Bourgha assimilation, they won"t allow us to be The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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assimilated, you know. They will bring anything out that they could,

won"t be an assimilated Bourgha planet and it will be a place where it

total fall, right, assimilation somewhere else, alright. That is a status Earth will fall
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anything but Bourgha assimilation of this system ... that"s what"ll happen. So the Kristiac
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they"re going to assimilate this matrix into the Bourgha Matrix, and the Wesedrak Matrix
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it prevents Bourgha assimilation. And that is in everyone"s best interest What they"re going
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don"t want Bourgha assimilation-great, they"re defecting-they"re trying to become Green
Dragons, right
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in not being Assimilated, because it"s an unfair battle as far as what the

waiting to be assimilated into the Bourgha Matrix. But we"re not going into active

The Bourgha will assimilate some. They"ll pull them down before the full protection goes
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been Bourgha Matrix assimilation and trapped forever until space dust, in the
victim/victimizer
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PCM Veca, and assimilating the Borenthasala control group" So they basically took out their

the game and assimilated them into their matrix. "The fallen Bourgha MUsaiA adopted

for use in assimilating all of creation into their Black-hole domain. Once freed

AhLAma, meaning the Assimilators of the Bourgha-MUsaiA" So, that is where this mess
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Kristiac objective of assimilating all other living Time Matrices in their vicinity into their
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we all got assimilated into the Bourgha Matrix, so I guess it"s all how
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consciousness didn"t get assimilated into the Hibernation Zones and absorbed where all sorts
of
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become trapped and assimilated into the Beli-Mahatma race lines that were run by

itself from being assimilated into the Bourgha Matrix. So, you might look at your
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instead of an assimilated into Bourgha chaos system So, these are the levels of
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into black hole assimilation otherwise. It is going black hole, but it can go
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objective which was assimilation or eating Because once they fell into Black hole status,
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of the Bourgha assimilation team from that Fallen Ecka- Veca system in the Parallel
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the Bourgha are assimilators. They are known for their Time-Rip technology that is

off it and assimilate everything that is in the other systems So the character-

had the Borg assimilator people. That concept came from cellular memory of knowledge of
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would have been assimilated into Bourgha. So they opened the Core Gates, the Core
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in order to assimilate the 3 Matrices into the Bourgha Fall. And during the

Matrix into Bourgha assimilation, and this is what they had been trying to do.
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specific reasons of assimilating Urtha and Sala. Now there were wars that have been

idea of being assimilated by the Bourgha. So everybody is kind of like, "
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the .. for assimilation of this Matrix into ... of Earth and Parallel Earth
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assassinate you and assimilate you as food and you have the ability to simply
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not have Bourgha assimilation, they don"t like the Bourgha either, what they want to
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you"re Bourgh-ed, assimilated like the Bourgha do. Exactly, right. So, the Spirit body
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are created by unassimilated beliefs, ideas, emotions and memories. In terms of our
collective
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to receive, anchor, assimilate, and activate the progressive Density-1 biophysical trans-
dimensional frequency
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were progressively anchored, assimilated and activated in the NET Earth Shield during the
2008
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attempts to "assimilate" the remaining 10% D-3 mental encryption. Beloveds intervene, and
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planning to "assimilate", are together wandering blindly The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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"create, then assimilate, others of its kind" In other words, take living Universes,
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planning to "assimilate," are together wandering blindly toward a collective destiny, where
they
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"create, then assimilate, others of its kind," to form a massive Death Star
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from being ―assimilated, entrapped and eventually destroyed‖ by the fallen
Borenthasala/Bourgha-MUsala-

―entrap and assimilate‖ All Life Everywhere. The fallen ―Bourgha races‖ caused fall

―Absorbing and Assimilating All Life Everywhere.‖ The Tri-Matrix Krystal River Host
Cooperative
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embodiment and conscious assimilation of the vast Eternal Cognitions inherent to these
Fields of
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ego begins to assimilate the other portions of the Reasoning Mind. the seMling barrim
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